Interaction of NMDA receptors and L-type calcium channels during early odor preference learning in rats.
Early odor preference learning in rats provides a simple model for studying learning and memory. Learning results in an enhanced output from mitral cells, which carry odor information from the olfactory bulb to the olfactory cortex. Mitral cell NMDA receptors (NMDARs) are critically involved in plasticity at the olfactory nerve to mitral cell synapse during odor learning. Here we provide evidence that L-type calcium channels (LTCCs) provide an additional and necessary source of calcium for learning induction. LTCCs are thought to act downstream of NMDARs to bridge synaptic activation and the transcription of the plasticity-related proteins necessary for 24-h learning and memory. Using immunohistochemistry, we have demonstrated that LTCCs are present in the mitral cell and are primarily located on mitral cell proximal dendrites in neonate rats. Behavioral experiments demonstrate that inhibiting the function of LTCCs via intrabulbar infusion of nimidopine successfully blocks learning induced by pairing isoproterenol infusion with odor, while activation of LTCCs via an intrabulbar infusion of BayK-8644 rescues isoproterenol-induced learning from a D-APV block. Interestingly, the infusion of BayK-8644 paired with odor is by itself not sufficient to induce learning. Synaptoneurosome Western blot and immunohistochemistry measurement of synapsin I phosphorylation following BayK-8644 infusion suggest LTCCs are involved in synaptic release. Finally, odor preference can be induced by gabazine disinhibition of mitral cells, and NMDAR opening is sufficient for the gabazine-induced learning. These results provide the first evidence that NMDARs and LTCCs interact to permit calcium-dependent mitral cell plasticity during early odor preference learning.